
Fraternally Submitted with undying love for CLTC 3 2015, ILTC 2016, International Kallah 2016, Nivayim

AZA #2434, Bereshis AZA #39, Heifetz BBYO #5608, Solomon AZA #2444, Wisconsin Region #64, and

the Grand Order of the Aleph Zadik Aleph, I will forever remain 
Aleph Jordan Max Kolsky

Aleph Jordan Max Kolsky
Aspiring for the high and honorable position of

Regional Aleph Godol
For Wisconsin Region #64 of the Aleph Zadik Aleph

Positions & Awards

Solomon AZA S'gan Fall
'14

Solomon AZA S'gan
Spring '15

Camping Trip Committee
Chair '15

Created dozens of agendas
for chapter meetings

Regional Aleph S'gan
'15-'16

Commissioner of AZAA
'15-'16

Arc Award WRC '14

Right Hand Man SRC '15

Bronze Shield of David
'16

Silver Shield of David '16

Cardinal Principals Award
'16

Ran International Program
at IC '15

Ran Service/LEADS Day at
IC '16

Camp Echo CIT '15

3x Merit Award Recipient

High Honor Roll at
Homestead

Events Attended

Hosted Shabbat and
Sleepover for Solomon AZA

Nearly Every Chapter
Program

Fall XX's '14, '15

Spring XX's '15, '16

SRC '13, '14, '15, '16^

WRC '13, '14, '15

YLC '14, '16^

AZAA Basketball '13, '14,
'15, '16^

AZAA Football '13, '14, '15^

AZAA Team Sports '15^

AZA Global Shabbat '14, '15

AZA Day '15

The X '14, '15, '16

Regional Recruitment '16

AZA Overnight '13

Regional Kickof '14, '15

Solomon Car Wash '15

Almost all Regional Events

ILTC/Kallah '16*

CLTC 3 '15

International Convention
'15”, '16”

^=Coordinated, *=Attending, “=Steered

My Brother Alephs,
“Once there was a Wizard who went to

Africa to study the Torah.” 
What does that mean? To the average
person, it essentially means nothing.

However, to us Alephs, it means
everything. It means sore knees, backs,

and hands. It represents a common
bond. It means passion. It means

Brotherhood. It means AZA. This year,
let's come together and build on our

unique brand of unity not felt anywhere
else on the planet. 

“Desire is the key to motivation, but it's
determination and commitment to an
unrelenting pursuit of your goal - a

commitment to excellence - that will
enable you to attain the success you

seek.”
-Mario Andretti



Big, Bold Ideas & Goals
• Chapter Meetings
-Hold Chapter meetings for all
chapters in the same location every
month

• Globalize – Wisconsin Style
-Incorporate International initiatives
into programming on Chapter &
Regional levels 

• Further incentivize WRC
-Make the prize more than just a
trophy
-Create a more competitive
atmosphere between chapters

• More Money, Less Problems
-Make Chapter fundraising a must for
both terms
- Total money raised by chapters
becomes a “Class A” competition at
WRC

• 50 to IC 2017
-Create hype with social media
-Have at least 5 steerers from
Wisconsin

• Revamp Oneg
-Fun activities and themes almost
every week

• Wisco Gives Back
-Bimonthly regional community service
projects voted on by the members
-Short, meaningful ways to make
giving back enjoyable

Strengthen our Foundation
We need to focus our strongest eforts and resources
to our base – our chapters
Closer attention and guidance will be paid to the
chapter's needs, ensuring consistent
communication, distinguished programming, and an
overall positive experience
Reduce number of Regional programs slightly so
chapters don't have to scramble to fnd event dates
Provide more opportunities for members to be on a
committee with Committee Bank
Educate members about Chapter history in addition
to BBYO, making them feel proud to be an Aleph of
their chapter

ALEPH ZADIK ALEPH, WE ARE AZA

These objectives are not
vague promises, but rather
attainable goals that will be

reached.

Chapter Goals
Solomon AZA #2444
•Educate members about Solomon and AZA 
•Bump up attendance at events to refect the
potential of Solomon AZA
Bereshis AZA #39
•Capitalize on the excited underclassmen by giving
them the tools they need to be successful
•Establish a communication method that consistently
works
Nivayim AZA #2434
•Push younger members to take an active roll in
leading the chapter through committees and board
positions
•Employ meaningful programming on a regular basis
Heifetz BBYO #5608
•Advertise Regional events (conventions, showcase,
etc.) and increase overall attendance at them
•Create a “Heifetz Hotline,” meaning the 2016-2017
R-board will ensure all necessary resources and help
will be provided

Working with the Board
S'gan
-Ensure UPO's are flled out for every chapter program
-Create a guide on how to efectively incorporate
International program initiatives, while still keeping
programming uniquely Wisconsin
-Establish and execute the Committee Bank
Moreh
-Emphasize AZA history during Fraternity month
-Recruit at least 40 new Alephs into Wisconsin Region
-Give Heifetz the help and attention it needs to continue
to grow with visits and workshops  
Shaliach
-Help chapters incorporate more Judaic programming,
while also keeping it enjoyable and engaging
-Make Stand Up a Regional Focal Point with Wisco
Gives Back
Mazkir
-Work with chapters individually to see what
communication style suits their unique needs
-Make Wisconsin Region much more active on Social
Media
Gizbor
-Create Chapter fundraisers for every chapter at least
once a term
-Run a lucrative Regional fundraiser involving the
Jewish community outside of simply BBYO 

One Region, Indivisible
•Hold our second annual Fraternity month in
October; end it with full AZA undernight
•Keep bonds strong between chapters with inter-
chapter events
•Maintain strong relationship between Heifetz and
the rest of Wisconsin Region with a program in
Madison

International Presence
•Continue programming with GMR
•Stress importance of Summer Programs to
younger members so Wisconsin can send 17
Alephs to Summer Programs in 2017
•Godolim from Wisconsin develop relationships
with other Godolim throughout the order, sharing
what works and what doesn't work in their regions
•Keep Wisconsin Region Wisconsin Region
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